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Asking for her hand

Prior to asking _________ to ______ him, ________ thought it 

would be a great ______ to honor the age old _________ of asking 

for her _______ in marriage from his future ________-in-law 

to-be, But he hadn't known him very long and he ________ What  

might be the answer.  so he thought he would practice with his friend 

________ as a stand in for her ________, he even practiced in 

front of his _________ at home. he finally got up enough 

___________ and went to her  ________ house and _________ on 

the door.  When mr. __________appeared, ________ said, "sir, I'd 

like to ask for your daughter's _______ in marriage?". Mr. 

__________ said, "______, are you sure all you want is her 

_______?" They both had a good _________ and right then 

________ knew that he shouldn't have been ___________ at all.
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